
Parent Workshop
Spanish



Why do we teach Spanish? 

At North, we aim to develop and promote a love and enthusiasm for learning new 
languages through our teaching of Spanish. 

All our children in KS2 will have weekly Spanish lessons and will be expected to 
achieve their full potential by encouraging high expectations and excellent 
standards by our teachers in their foreign language learning. By the end of KS2, 
the ultimate aim is that pupils can engage in simple conversation in Spanish, 
understand key terms and phrases as well as continue to study Spanish or other 
languages beyond key



Greetings

Numbers (age) 

Colours 

Days week

Month year 

FAMILY

ANIMALS
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Parts of the 
body

Food

Spanish 
Curriculum

YEAR 3-4Spanish 
Curriculum 
Wide variety of topics. 

Ambitious and fun. 

From easier to difficult. 



Greetings
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Other subjects

PE - Sports. 
PSHE - Healthy food.
Music - Singing.
ICT - Computing skills

Core Subjects 

English - Grammar, 
Reading, Writing. 
Maths - Numbers, 
Time.
Science - Animals 
Parts of the body.

Linking back to 
previous topic - 
retrieval practice

Ensure connectivity 
and progression.
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Spanish 
Curriculum

YEAR 5-6



Greetings

Numbers  

Colours 

Days week

Month year 

Family

Animals

Sport 

Food
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body 

Clothes 

Weather 

Adjectives

Other subjects

PE - Sports. 
PSHE - Healthy food.
Music - Singing.
ICT - Computing skills
Geography - Spain, 
study comparison.

Core Subjects 

English - Grammar, 
Reading, Writing. 
Maths - Numbers, 
Time.
Science - Animals 
Parts of the body,
Weather.

Autumn 1 

Autumn 2 

Spring 1 

Spring 2 

Summer 1 

Summer 2 



How do we teach Spanish? 

- All pupils have the opportunity to develop key linguistic skills within 
speaking, listening, reading, writing and grammar. 

- Lessons follow a set structure, creating a safe and comfortable space 
where children feel confident to participate and everyone gets a chance to 
talk and share ideas. 

- Lessons are conducted in Spanish 
- Written tasks, songs and games are set up as well to consolidate their 

learning. 
- At the beginning of each lesson, previous knowledge is retrieved.
- To challenge all children, new vocabulary beyond the focus of the unit is 

introduced in each session so children are able to make connections 
between topics in Spanish. 



Booklet 
Personalised Spanish booklet based on our 
curriculum.

Reinforce confidence when doing talk task - 
independent task (comfortable and safe 
environment during the lessons) 



Benefits of learning Spanish?

- Improve their confidence, self-esteem 
- Improve their ability to grasp additional languages. 
- Develop a greater appreciation for learning new languages and cultural 

differences. 
- Improve their memory in phonics.
- Provide them with basic level understanding of a language which they can 

explore further when they visit Spanish speaking countries.



How can you help? Below are different resources and 
websites that you children can use to practice at home. 

https://www.quia.com/web

https://aprenderespanol.org/

http://www.digitaldialects.com/Spanish.htm

https://www.fu-tenerife.com/spanish-learning-games/#2

https://www.quia.com/web
https://aprenderespanol.org/
http://www.digitaldialects.com/Spanish.htm
https://www.fu-tenerife.com/spanish-learning-games/#2


Questions? 


